WELCOME TO SEALDAH
DIVISION EASTERN
RAILWAY

WE WISH YOUR HAPPY JOURNEY

SRI VIKASH ANAND
Sr. DEE/OP/SDAH
EASTERN RAILWAY

During COVID times, railway men have proved to
be true corona warriors, alongside medical, sanitization
and law & order professionals. As we know, freight
trains were always in service and our team also
operated many ‘’shramik Special’’ and other trains to
bring back the stranded and deliver essential
commodities. This was facilitated by “live view” and
“goods analysis” feature of SSTS leading to significant
improvement in average speed of freight trains. One
android “Sealdah Staff Special Time Table App’’
developed in house by IT- CELL. It has facilitated
many railway men of our division as well other
divisions too in this period. Above all, the quick
manufacturing and distribution of WHO formula based
“WIN n COV” sanitizer by Sealdah Loco Shed ensured
safe working of all our staff.
I congratulate the ‘’Chalak Patra’’ team for
bringing this edition, dedicated to all Corona warriors in
this COVID time.
With warm regards.
(VIKASH ANAND)

SRI SUMAN CHANDRA
GHOSH
ADEE/OP/SDAH
EASTERN RAILWAY
‘’Wisdom is not a product of schooling but of
the lifelong attempt to acquire it’’
- Albert Einstein
Following the same line of thought, Safety
being the top most priority of the national transporter,
this edition of ‘ CHALAK PATRA ‘ emphasizes on the
Noble initiatives taken against COVID-19, software and
hardware updates in SSTS, addendum’s and
corrigendum’s to the GR, safety circulars on prevention
of SPAD and stalling, technical discussion on
conventional , three phase loco, EMU&MEMU. Since
every experience make us grow, a few appreciable
and failures cases have also been discussed.
I sincerely hope that everyone will find this
edition highly informative and useful.
With warm regards

(SUMAN CHANDRA GHOSH)

EDITORIAL
Dear friend,
We are happy that you all gave huge effort on
your train operation, as a result our mission 80
reached on its success. The train movement’s
punctuality increasing day by day & it should be more.
Hence in train operation you should increase your
knowledge of trouble shooting, GR & SR, Engine man
ship, accuracy of braking to stop the train or to follow
cautions with proper speed (strictly on low speed),
application of full braking thrust (by EP on EMU) in
brake cylinder from proper distance, drive with MPS
on a section, control the train to save SPAD with
proper judgment, try to avoid unnecessary detention
of the train in a spot.
I hope, if you obey all, your performance will be
better than other & our nation will be grateful to you.
To perform you better our respected Sr. DEE/OP sir
always trying to give a good support in your all steps.
Therefore we are grateful to him & we also grateful to
ADEE/OP, CCCR/SDAH, CCCR/DDJ, CTLC, CLI/HQ,
CLI/SAFETY, CLI /IT, TI/SAFETY they all helped us
paying their depth of concentration and love.
Thanks to all.
Yours
Core group Committee “CHALAK PATRA”
CLIs- B. Bhowmik, B. Singh, A. Sarkar & J. Kundu
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NOBLE INITIATIVE ACTION AGAINST
COVID-19
INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF WIN n COV
HAND SANITIZER BY BELIAGHATA DIESEL
SHED (SLSD) LABORATORY UNDER DME
(DIESEL & DISASTER MANAGEMENT)
From the very beginning of
the year 2020, NobleCorona
Virus
gradually
started spreading panic in
developed countries due to
which WHO declared this
situation as PANDEMIC
whose noxious presence
was sooner felt in India also.
People all over the world were becoming traumatized
to deal with this deadly virus. At that precarious
moment, frequent usage of Hand Sanitizer was
essential to get rid of this deadly attack. But,
availability of effective Hand Sanitizer was very acute
and extremely costly. Therefore, WHO publicized an
alcohol based Hand-rub Solution and instructed for
Home Production to spread usage of Hand Sanitizer in
every nook and corner of the countries. At this very
crucial moment, I, Sri Somnath Aich (CMS-IC) of BGA
Diesel Laboratory along with Sri Dipyaman Gangly
(CMS) developed an innovative WIN n COV Hand
Sanitizer based on WHO recommended
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formulation and strictly adhered to the optimum quality
of ingredients to ensure production of best quality
Hand Sanitizer to cater the basic necessity of Railway
Staff in Sealdah Division to fight against fatal Corona
Virus outbreak in India. On 14th March, 2020 we first
developed WIN n COV Hand Sanitizer and kept under
quarantine for 72 hours strictly as per WHO
recommendations. After 72 hours, on 18th March,
2020 the consistency of the product was tested and
found
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Satisfactory for usage. Then samples were distributed
among Local, Divisional, Medical and HQ Authorities
and finally a consensus approval was obtained on 19th
March, 2020. On 20th March, 2020 we produced first
batch of 70 Liters and till date we have distributed
around 50000 nos. of bottles comprising of approx.
2800 Liters and approx. 1200 Liters in containers,
totaling approx. 4000 Liters of Hand Sanitizer to the
Divisional and HQ Railway Officers and Staff.
Moreover, commendable assistance of SSE/ART and
his Team and timely arrangement of Raw Materials
and sagacious distribution under the jurisprudence of
Sri Sachendra Kumar Goswami (DME-D & DM) made
this colossal activities actually possible. Previously, our
Railway friends were so scared and panicked to come
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out to service but now-a-days they are boldly
performing Railway Service with this innovative
product (solely meant for Railway Servicemen) to act
safe to fight against this deadly outbreak. We worked
on tirelessly as Special Category Staff in this
precarious Govt. instructed Lock Down period for this
noble cause to facilitate Railway employees and We
are committed to eliminate fear from our staff as well
as to curb this deadly disease with this little but
effective contribution to work silently with sheer
blessings of the Almighty and inspiration from our
Divisional Superiors.
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SOME STEPS AGAINST SPREADING OF
COVID-19
ACTION TAKEN BY OUR Sr. DEE/OP
AGAINST COVID-19

OUR STEPS
1. Temperature Gun has
been provided to all lobbies
for thermal checkup of all
staff before entering into the
lobby.
2. PPE kit containing ……
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One washable face mask, one
reusable hand gloves, 50 ml
hand sanitizer-WIN n COV
(WHO recommended), 10 strips
of soap papers & 4 pcs soft
tissue papers were supplied to
all Crew.
3. Sufficient quantities of
liquid hand wash are being
provided in all lobbies &
Running Rooms to facilitate the
users frequent washing their
hands.
4. Sanitizer dispensers for
spraying on hands before &
after
touching
of
CMS
equipment have been provided
in lobby.
5. Sanitizing of Loco Cabs is being done since
started lockdown.
6. Arsenic ALB-30 has been
supplied to all lobbies for
issuing to each crew and guard
as recommended by Ministry of
AYUSH, Govt. of India.
7. 50ml sanitizer phials to all
Crew & Guard are being issued
on regular measure.
Additional NUR-45 gloves have been supplied to all
Crew and Guard.
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8. Additional Wild craft Hypha shield W95 mask have
been supplied to all Crew, Guard, Supervisor, Running
Room staff, and office staff.
9. Face shield has been provided to all Running Staff,
Supervisors including CMS operator and desk job
Performers or using it during on duty.
10. Lobbies and Running Room/Rest Room including
office & all toilets and bathrooms are being cleaned
and sanitized with disinfectant liquid like Lyzol/Dettol
and Savlon on regular basis.
11. Intensive sanitizing under medical department has
been started to lobby, Running Room/Rest Room &
office once in a day.
12. Pulse Oxy-meter has
been provided to all
lobbies
for
instant
measuring of oxygen level
of any suspected or
symptomatic staff.
13. Fumigation with fog machine is being done in
lobbies on regular basis.
14. Surface disinfectant spray has been supplied to all
lobbies, office & crew vehicle for spraying before every
use of desk, equipment & seats of crew vehicle.
15. Partition has been provided in crew vehicle to
prevent contact with driver and co-passengers.
17. “Kadha” made of cardamom, ginger, cinnamon and
tulsi is being provided to Running Staff (As instructed
by Ayush, Govt. of India).
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SEALDAH SUBURBAN TRACKING
SYSTEM (SSTS)
HARDWARE UPDATES:
Tracker which has been
used earlier faced some
hardware
issues
like
breakage of on/off switch
due
to
repeated
operations. To overcome
the issues at present,
more rugged and reliable
Teltonika make trackers of
Tk. 103 protocol with 3m
accuracy
have
been
installed.

PIN CONFIGURATIONS
PIN
NO.

PIN NAME

DESCRIPTION

1

VCC (6-30)V
DC (+)

Power supply (6-30) V DC
(+).

2

GND (-)

Ground.

3

DIN 1

Digital input, channel 1.
DEDICATED
FOR
IGNITION INPUT

4

AIN 1

Analog input, channel 1.
Input range: 0-30 V DC.

5

DOUT 1

Digital output Open collector
output. Max. 3, 3 A DC.
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SOFTWARE UPDATES
NEW FEATURES:
1) Replay
It is live view in replay mode. Starting time and play
speed (data interval) are selectable. It also supports
search and focus as in live view.
2) Live Station
It is a display customized for use as passenger
information board at platforms etc. It has provision of
announcement too.

It gets updated automatically based on SSTS data.
The station is configurable and can be used at any
station. This is being implemented at halt stations
where there is no provision of updating of PIB or
announcement as of now. It needs only a smart TV
with internet connection.
3) Goods Analysis
It is similar to punctuality analysis except that the
reports are generated without comparison to a
reference time table. For the selected tracker and time
interval, train report, CTR, speed chart and speed map
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are generated. It covers all the geophones enrooted
and can be used to observe mid-section behavior by
marking desired location (say an LC gate) as a
geophone and record the passing speed. It can thus
be used to automatically generate a report of the trains
(including count) which get checked at the gate. Apart
from freight trains it is a quick method for sample
checking any mail express/passenger/special train too
without the need of feeding its timetable, by just
providing a portable battery operated tracker.

It has helped significantly in increasing the freight train
speed during lockdown. The effect of cautions as
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calculated by engineering department is applicable for
passenger services only and there is no benchmarking
for goods. But a caution has much more effect on
freight services as the acceleration and deceleration is
quite low and train length too is 3 times of a 12 car
suburban train. With this feature, a practical effect
could be seen and thus be acted upon in priority for
caution relaxation and freight speed improvement.
An analysis of effect of 10 kmph caution and effect of
its relaxation to 20 kmph is shown in fig 20.
4) Trains on Run
It is an “at a glance” position of all the suburban trains
on run. The trains are segregated section wise in the
route sequence and give an overview for higher
administrator for monitoring. It has limited information
of train number, origin->destination, last station,
update time (dep. /arr. whichever is latest) of last
station and status at last station.

SSTS APP
During lockdown, to facilitate the corona warriors,
Sealdah Staff Special Time Table app on android was
also launched. It is based on SSTS. Compared to
other apps, it has the standard features of “to-from”
lists, live station and train search. Favorites can be
managed. For managerial purpose, it has the trains on
run feature as in web version to facilitate easy
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monitoring. The edge it has over common apps is that
it has Live View feature which none other commercial
Keeping this edge in mind and initial popularity (5k+
installs within a week), it has been integrated with
Google AdSense for NFR (Non Fare Revenue)
generation. The app is available at play store offered
by Sr. DEE/OP.
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SAFETY CIRCULAR
No. EL OP /6/7 Sealdah,

dated 03.03.2020

Sub: 15 days Safety Drive on GR 3.73/GR. 9.02.
Dt-23.02.2020
Ref: (i) PCSO/ER/KKK’s L/No-TA.5/61/9/Pt. XVIII,
(ii) DSO/SDAH L/N. TS/S/Safety Drive/6/HQ/2020
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GR.3.73
Duties of LP when passing of a gate stop signal at ON.
(1) When a Loco Pilot finds a gate Stop signal at 'on',
he shall sound the prescribed code of whistle and bring
his train to a stop in rear of the signal.
(2) (a) If the gate Stop signal is provided with a ‘G’
marker, the loco pilot shall wait at the signal for one
minute by day and two minutes by night, and if the
signal is not taken ‘off’ within this period, he may draw
his train ahead cautiously up to the level crossing, and
(b) If the Gateman is available and exhibiting hand
signals, proceed further past the gate cautiously, or
(c) If the Gateman is not available, or, is available but
not exhibiting hand signals, he shall stop short of the
level crossing, where he shall then be hand signalled
past the gate by the Gateman, if there is one or in the
absence of a Gateman, by one of the members of the
Engine crew of the train after ascertaining that gates
are closed against road traffic.
(3) If the Loco Pilot finds, after stopping at the signal,
that there is no 'G' marker, he shall proceed further
only in accordance with the procedure laid down under
special instructions.

SR 3.73
When a Loco Pilot finds a gate stop signal at ‘ON’ he
should bring his train to a stop in rear of the signal,
wait for one minute by day or two minutes by night and
if the signal is not taken ‘off’ he will draw his train
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ahead cautiously and then be hand signaled past the
gate by the Gateman if there is one and in absence of
a Gateman by Assistant Loco Pilot or by the Guard of
the train after ascertaining that the gates are closed
against road traffic.

GR.9.02
Duties of Loco Pilot and Guard when an automatic
Stop signal on Double line is to be passed at ON.
(1) When a Loco Pilot finds an Automatic Stop signal
with an 'A' marker at 'on', he shall bring his train to a
stop in the rear of the signal. After bringing his train to
a stop in the rear of the signal, the Loco Pilot shall wait
there for one minute by day and two minutes by night.
If after waiting for this period, the signal continues to
remain at 'on', he shall give the prescribed code of
whistle and exchange signals with the Guard and then
proceed ahead, as far as the line is clear, towards the
next Stop signal in advance exercising great caution so
as to stop short of any obstruction.
(2) The Guard shall show a Stop hand signal towards
the rear when the train has been so stopped at an
Auto- Stop signal, except as provided in sub-rule-(4)
(3) Where owing to the curvature of the line, fog, rain
or dust storm, engine working the train pushing it, or
other causes, the line ahead cannot be seen clearly,
the Loco Pilot shall proceed at a very slow speed,
which shall under no circumstances exceed 10
kilometres an hour. Under these circumstances, the
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Loco Pilot, when not accompanied by an Assistant
Loco Pilot, and if he considers necessary, may seek
the assistance of the Guard by giving the prescribed
code of whistle.
(4) When so sent for by the Loco Pilot, the Guard shall
accompany him on the engine cab, before he moves
forward, to assist the Loco Pilot in keeping a sharp
look-out.
(5) When an Automatic Stop signal has been passed
at 'on', the Loco Pilot shall proceed with great caution
until the next Stop signal is reached. Even if this signal
is 'off', the Loco Pilot shall continue to look out for any
possible obstruction short of the same. He shall
proceed cautiously up to that signal and shall act upon
its indication only after he has reached it.

SR.9.02 [i]

“The ON’ position of an Automatic Signal

may be due to the presence of a train in the Automatic
Signalling section ahead including the overlap or due
to an obstruction on the track or broken or a displaced
rail or any other cause.
Therefore, when a Loco Pilot passes an Automatic
Stop Signal at ‘ON’ either on double line or single line
he shall proceed with great caution at a speed never
exceeding 15 [fifteen] Kmph. even if the visibility may
be quite clear. He shall go on proceeding with such
caution, looking out for any possible obstruction and be
prepared to stop short of the same until he reaches
near the obstruction or near the next Automatic signal,
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as the case may be, even if this signal may from some
distance be seen exhibiting “off” aspect.
[ii] When a train has to stop at an Automatic signal
because of its being at “ON” the Loco Pilot at the train
shall draw his train as close as possible in rear of the
signal, in order to provide maximum possible margin
for a train following cautiously behind it in accordance
with

GR 9.02
[iii] After passing a permissive Stop signal at “ON”
either on double line or single line, the Loco Pilot shall
proceed with great caution at a speed never exceeding
15(fifteen) kmph, even if the visibility may be quite
clear. He shall go on proceeding with such caution,
looking out for any possible obstruction and be
prepared to stop short of it until he reaches the
obstruction or the next stop signal as the case may be
even, if the signal may from distance be seen
exhibiting “off” aspect.
[IV] Whenever any Automatic signal is passed at ‘ON’,
the Guard shall record in his Train Journal the time of
passing the signal at ‘ON’ and the time of passing the
next Stop signal. All such cases of passing the
Automatic Stop signal at ‘ON’ together with the timings
of passing the two signals shall be recorded in a
special register to be maintained in the Control office
and this should be scrutinized by the operating officers
to ensure that the Loco Pilots take not less than the
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minimum running time required for observing the
speed restriction and cautious driving.
[v] Every Loco Pilot passing an Automatic Signal at
‘ON’ must proceed cautiously up to the foot of the next
signal even if the ‘Off’ aspect of the same is visible as
the line between those two signals may be obstructed.
[vi] After passing automatic signal at ‘ON’ in clear
weather, the Loco Pilot of a train shall ensure that
minimum distance of 150 meters or two clear OHE
masts is maintained between his train, and the
preceding train, or any obstruction on the line ahead.
However, in the case of an EMU minimum distance of
75 meters or one OHE mast shall be maintained
between the EMU and the preceding train/EMU or any
obstruction on line ahead. However, during dense fog,
after passing an Automatic Stop Signal at ‘ON’ (Red),
the Loco pilot / Motorman of the train/EMU shall move
at a speed not exceeding 10 kmph. He should also
ensure that he maintains a reasonable distance at
which he is able to observe the flashing tail lamp of the
train ahead or the obstruction. Loco Pilots who work in
Automatic sections affected by fog may control speed
of the train / EMU, MEMU, DEMU etc. so as to be able
to stop adequately short of the train or obstruction
immediately.
[vii] After passing an Automatic Stop signal at ‘ON’ the
Guard of a train shall watch that the Loco Pilot does
not exceed the speed prescribed. In case of
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EMU/MEMU trains if the Motorman exceeds the speed
prescribed, the Guard [when not travelling with the
Motorman] shall give three pause three [ooo - pause –
ooo] rings on the bell code to warn the Motorman and
take action as prescribed in GR 4.45. In case of other
trains also if the Loco Pilot exceeds the speed
prescribed, the Guard shall take action as per GR 4.45
Note. – All Guards and Loco Pilots/Motormen who are
required to work on Automatic Signalling Section shall
be imparted one day’s intensive course once in every
six months about rules pertaining to this system and
competency certificate issued/renewed in token of their
knowledge and proficiency in these rules. A record of
such competency certificate issued shall be maintained
by Divisional Safety Officers/Mechanical Engineer
Elec. / Engineer concerned.
[*No Guard and Loco Pilot/Motorman shall be put on
duty on such sections unless he possesses such a
certificate]

No. EL OP /6/7 Sealdah,

Dated 03.03.2020

Sub: Counseling on “Prevention measures to avoid
stalling” and “Precautions to be taken to prevent
Signal Passing at Danger of Loco Pilot (SPAD).
Ref:
CEE (OP/ER’s Letter No-EL/OP/59, dt24.02.2020
Vide letter under reference counseling cum safety
drive is to be launched on “Preventive measures to
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avoid stalling” and “Precautions to be taken to prevent
Signal Passing at Danger (SPAD) with immediate
effect on the following points.
PREVENTIVE MEASURES TO AVOID STALLING
1. Ensure working of sander, dry sand available in
sand box and dropping of sand on rail top at the time
of taking charges of Loco. If any discrepancies are
found inform TLC.
2. Ensure release of complete train brake, hand brake
and adequate BP pressure at the time of starting from
the yard.
3. ZQWC/BPQWC switch has been provided in the
locomotives to use Electrical Weight Transfer
Compensation Arrangement. His switch should be
operated /pressed cautiously to get its effect up to 15th
notch. Do not use ZQWC/BPQWC if no wheel slipping
is noticed. ZQWC/BPQWC should be operated before
taking notch when wheel slipping takes place. (Pic. on
next page)
4. If load is running heavy (jam) then stop the train at
the next station and inform controller.
5. Control the train on notch and ensure the release of
brakes from a distance to negotiate speed restriction
less than 20-30 KMPH or neutral section at the up
Gradient (1 in 150 or more).
6. Maintain the speed according to load and road and
attain adequate speed before coming gradient section
observing rising gradient Board & coasting board also.
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PRESENTATION OF THE CKT BPQD/ BPQWC

7. If less hauling capacity is felt then ensure working of
all traction motors.
8. If stop signal at the up gradient is “ON” then come
near to signal slowly by controlling the speed on notch
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so that brakes may be released and thereafter able to
work the train as per signal aspect.
9. If wheel slip starts and load is stalled then don’t try
to pull the train which may cause RAIL BURNT or
DEFECTS IN WHEEL. Ask for bank pilot immediately.
10. Maintain the complete release of brakes while
passing loop line or cross over and beware over
controlling.
11. If LP anticipates the stalling of load in the section
due to drizzling rain or load jam or Loco trouble or any
Cause then he will demand in written for assisting
Loco in advance.
12. While working with Microprocessor loco don’t
forget to use BPQD in case of LSP glowing.
13. Isolating VESA cock if continuous leakage is
occurred from sander valves.
14. If Grease or grass is found on stalling prone
section then inform TLC.
15. Supply prescribed full current before attacking up
gradient to avoid drop of QRSI.
16. Ensure availability of sand in sand box and working
of sander.
17. Read and understand caution well in advance if
imposed at the foot of UP gradient, at the gradient and
in neutral section zone provided at the gradient and be
ready to work the train accordingly.
18. Don’t use shunting notch at the gradient.
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19. If wheel slip occurs on 100% position of the throttle
in WAG-9 loco then stop it by reducing throttle
according to requirement. If wheel slip occurs in WAG9 loco then operate throttle smoothly.
20. Don’t use BPCS working the train with WAG9 Loco
in undulating section.
Type
of
Loco

Type
of TM

WAG-5 TAO
659
WAG-5 HS
15250
WAG-7 HS
15250

Starting
One
hour Continuous
current(Amp)
current
current(Amp)
2 min
10 min rating(Amp)
1100

1000

840

750

1200

1100

840

750

1350

1200

960

900

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN TO PREVENT SIGNAL
PASS AT DANGER (SPAD)
1. Crew should ensure that proper signal(s) for their
train is taken OFF/authority received and check all the
related documents before starting and check setting
of point (GR14.09, GR&SR 5.11, 5.12, 3.78) before
starting the train.
2. LP should conduct continuity test before starting and
brake feel test before reaching 15 KMPH immediately
after taking over charge. Brake power test should be
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done by the crew from the originating station after
reaching 40 KMPH speed in block section.
3. LP & ALP should call out signals loudly with hand
gesture naming the signals, aspect of the signals, Line
no and station.
4. LP & ALP should blow frequent whistle as per the
latest correction slip.
5. Inspect HT compartment and record defects in the
log book.
6. Call out engineering boards of speed restriction
zone.
7. LP & ALP should full rest at home/Running Room
before coming for duty.
8. LP& ALP shall exchange all right signal with station
staff and train crew of the train passing on adjacent
line.
9. Crew shall remain alert during train operation.
10. LP & ALPs should take LR properly in the section.
11. While starting from non-signaling line, be alert and
remain cautious to stop at first signal even if OFF
condition, ensure setting of point and then start.
12. During fog, when LP feels that visibility is restricted
due to fog, he shall run at a speed at which he can
control the train so as to be prepared to stop short of
any obstruction.
13. Loco Pilots should stop the train at adequate
distance before foot of the signal when the same is at:
ON” position.
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14. Running staff should avoid the tendency of packing
their personal belongings while approaching the
terminating station.
15. While starting train, keep continuous watch on
signal until train/Loco pass the signal.
16. LP/ALP/SLP should ensure proper securing of
Vehicles/Loads, Trains/Locomotives at station & block
section.
17. LP should apply train brake for controlling train
speed keeping in mind the load in his train like BCN,
BOXN, BCNHL, and BOBR loaded/ empty etc.
18. LP& ALP should not use Walkie Talkie for taking
information from station about aspect of the signals.
19. ALP should not hesitate to apply emergency brake
in case he finds any unusual and he feels that the Loco
Pilot is not alert.
20. Loco Pilot & ALPs should not use mobile phones
while on run except in case of extreme emergency line
accident, loco trouble etc. It should be kept in switch
OFF mode in bag.
21. No sentimental talk in CAB.
22. Running staff should not consume any alcoholic
drink, sedative, narcotic, stimulant drug during on duty
& eight hours prior to reporting for duty.
23. LP should not allow unauthorized travelling in CAB.
24. Working of safety equipment like VCD, AWL etc.
should not be isolated on line by crew.
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25. Don’t remain busy with writing log book; LPs
diary/Pocket book etc. while starting train instead of
these is vigilant & cautious regarding setting of points
and aspect of signals (GR 4.40 & SR 3.78).

No. EL OP /6/7SEALDAH,

Dated 05.03.2020

Sub: Summer and Monsoon preparedness.
Ref: i) Rly Board’s Letter No-2005/Elect(TRS)/440/23
ii) Dy. CEE/Loco/ER/HQ’s L/No. EL/TRS/24/SD,
Dt-25.02.2020
Vide letter under reference, a special safety drive to be
launched with immediate effect on summer and
Monsoon preparedness on the following points.
Instructions
1. Check for any oil leakage from Transformer, Tap
Changer (GR), MPH circuit, Traction converter, Oil
pump and other accessories & ensure appropriate oil
levels in all these equipment between minimum and
maximum level.
2. Ensure healthy condition of silica gel.
3. Ensure proper functioning of Air dryers.
4. Ensure proper functioning of all sanders on Loco
and entry in Logbook regarding functioning of sanders
and availability of sand.
5. Ensure arrangement for filling prescribed quality of
sand on all crew changing points and availability of
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register where acknowledgement of crew is taken after
filling up of sand.
6. Ensure
working of cab fans and wipers. All
conventional & 3 Phase Locos fitted with cab air
conditioning should be in operational order.
7. Ensure implementation of fire extinguishers in
Locos.
8. Regulated use of sander (PSA) instead of
continuous use is recommended. Continuous use of
sander is not only ineffective but could also lead to MR
pressure drop.
9. Any fault message in DDS should not be
acknowledged without reading and follow up
suggested. Once acknowledged, the message gets
lost.
10. Any such messages requiring train stop, effort
should be made to clear the block section in coasting
and then attention to the message can be given.
11. If any auxiliary converter is isolated, then as per
TSD, switch OFF & ON electronics is advised once for
normalizing the working of auxiliary converter. Since
the isolation of auxiliary converter reduces ventilation
level, it is prudent that, in summers, switching OFF &
ON of electronics should be tried again later on during
stops, to normalize the working of auxiliary converter.
12. Priority-I message have to be immediately acted
upon & course of action is also available in DDS. P-II
message need not be acted immediately except for
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battery voltage low/MCB 100 tripped. P-I message
come with a red flashing of LSFI in addition of BPFA.
13. Timely attention to priority-II battery message so
that Loco does not shut down with priority-I message
later on. Tripping of Battery- charger will be MCB-100
invariable lead to priority-II message. Switch ON MCB
100 has to be done with VCB in OFF condition.
14. In case angle transmitted goes defective,
immediately switch over to manual mode using 152
conditions. There is no need to stop.
15. Configuration switch 160 restricts Loco speed to 15
KMPH & can be corrected without switching
electronics OFF/ON in much lesser time. However, the
Loco has to be stopped before operating switch 160.
16. Follow the latest TSD of 3 phase Locos issued by
RDSO and counsel all running staff in lobbies, on line
etc. accordingly.

G. R. ADDENDUM & CORRIGENDUM
50TH ADDENDUM & CORRIGENDUM
No. SWR/RIVN/CS/GR&SR/19Sealdah,Dated-20.12.19
Sub: 50th Addendum & Corrigendum (Revised and
Reprinted 2003)/28th Addendum & Corrigendum
(Revised & Reprinted 2012) to the General and
Subsidiary Rules Book.
Ref: PCOM’s letter no. TG.202/CS/G & SR/Pt. XIV
Kolkata, dated-11.12.2019
1. The existing SR 4.20 is numbered as 4.20(i) and the
following Para shall be incorporated as SR4.2 (ii)
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SR 4.20 (ii) No train shall be allowed to be in motion
unless Loco Pilot as also Asst. Loco Pilot are upon it
except in case of EMU/MEMU/DEMU. Only single
Loco Pilot/ Shunter are authorized to perform shunting
within outermost stop signals of station observing
G&SR 5.13.

51THADDENDUM & CORRIGENDUM
No. SWR/RIVN/CS/GR&SR/20 SDAH Dated16.01.2020
Sub: 51thAddendum & Corrigendum (Revised and
Reprinted 2003)/29thAddendum & Corrigendum
(Revised& Reprinted 2012) to the General& Subsidiary
Rules Book.
Ref: PCOM’s L/ No.TG.202/CS/G&SR/Pt. XIV Kolkata,
dated -15.01.20.
1. Delete the existing SR 4.21[16] (A) (a) [3] and by the
following: SR 4.21[16] (A) (a) [3]: Attaching/Hauling of dead
locomotives by goods trains:
1. Movement of maximum three locomotives (2
working locos in multiple unit + 1 dead loco or 1
working loco + 2 dead locos in multiple unit ) with load
in goods train is permissible subject to observations of
all restrictions on operation of double/triple headed
2. Working locomotives in the section provided that
brakes in dead locomotives are operational.

52NDADDENDUM & CORRIGENDUM
No. SWR/RIVN/CS/GR&SR/20 SDAH Dated-5.03.2020
Sub: 52ndAddendum & Corrigendum (Revised and
Reprinted 2003)/30thAddendum & Corrigendum
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(Revised& Reprinted 2012) to the General &
Subsidiary Rules Book.
Ref: PCOM’s L/No.TG.202/CS/G&SR/Pt. XIV Kolkata,
Dt.-03.02.2020
1. The following shall be incorporated as SR 5.23 (vii)
after the existing 5.23 (VI) SR 5.23 (vii) Action to be
taken by Motorman/Shunter of EMU/MEMU before
leaving the EMU/MEMU rake is stabled in
Yard/Siding/Station running or non-running line:
a) Switch off the lights (50%) and fans.
b) Sw. off EP supply, apply auto brake; ensure BP
drops to “0 Kg/Cm²” and BC rise to “1.6 Kg/Cm²”.
c) Turn ‘off’ BIVS.
d) Return Brake controller handle to the ‘release’
position.
e) Apply the parking brake (if provided).
f) Lock the equipment compartment and driving cabs
by padlock.
g) Wedges to be ensured on wheels.

APPRECIABLE AND FAILURE CASES
APPRECIABLE CASE-1
No. EL/OP/1/3(Rg.)

Dated, 09.12.19

Sub: Wrong route for train no. 32233 up at DDJ PF-3
by Starter Signal on dated - 03.12.19
While working the Train No. 32233 Up, Sri
Subhas Chandra Sarkar, LPP/North stopped his train
before Starter Signal at DDJ PF.No.3 at 12:30 hrs.
Which was taken ‘’OFF’’ ‘Yellow’ aspect with route
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indicator in favour of Bangaon section instead of
Dankuni section. He intimated the matter to working
guard of the train and informed to Dy. Chg. through
guard. After that said signal was put back at 12:31 hrs.
& further taken off at 12:34 hrs. with proper route
towards Dankuni section. He started his train and
arrival at DKAE at 12:59 hrs.
Thus Sri Subhas Chandra Sarkar, LPP has saved the
train against an abnormal incident. This was possible
due to his sincerity and devotion towards duty and high
alertness. He was awarded Rs. 2000 and received a
certificate of appreciation from our Sr. DEE/OP
Bio-data of LPP is furnished as under
S.N
1

ITEM
Name in full

REMARKS
Sri S. C.
Sarkar

2

Designation

LPP

3

Department

Electric (Operation)

5

PF No.

05355369
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APPRECIABLE CASE-2
No. EL/OP/1/3(RG)

Dated, 17.12.19

Sub: Saved an incident from dashing with the sleeper
at Udayrampur on 16.12.19.
On dated. 16.12.19 while train No. 34933 Up was
approaching towards Udayrampur station, suddenly
LPP Sri Parimal Das noticed that one sleeper has
been kept lying over the track by some un-identified
person/miscreants near Km. No. 66/15 . Speed of the
train at the location from which he noticed it was about
73 kmph. Then and there LPP applied emergency
brake and was able to stop the train but the sleeper
was just entangled

with the cattle guard. On

consultation with the guard, he backed the train for a
short margin very cautiously so that the entanglement
could be removed. With the help of nearest gateman
and passenger, the sleeper was removed from the
track and the train left from the spot. Thus Sri Das,
LPP has saved the train against a severe accident like
derailment or considerable damage to the EMU rake.
This was possible due to his sincerity and devotion
towards duty and high alertness.
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Bio-data of Sri Parimal Das is furnished as under –
S.N.

ITEM

REMARKS

1

Name in full

Sri

Parimal

Das
2

Designation

LPP

3

Department

TRS/Electric (Operation)

4

PF / No.

05421068

APPRECIABLE CASE-3
No. EL/OP/1/3(Rg)

Dated, 25.01.2020

Sub: Detention saved of Train No. 12343 Up from
Sealdah Station on dated 23.01.20
During shunting operation of loco no. 30311 / WAP-7/
HWH for the attachment with the rake of 12343 Up
from

SDAH, LPS

Sri

Baiju Kumar found that

SDAH/end Pantograph (PT-2) took raising time 3 sec
in one step & took excess time for lowering. After that
maintenance staff attended and found trouble in
throttle valve and did not allow working the train as in
between BWN-MLDT section as several PT broken
cases occurred at SNT section. At that time one loco
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no. 22372/ WAP-4/HWH was available at ST-1 and
worked the train with right time departure from SDAH
Station. Finally loco 30311 checked at NKG Trip shed
and found gasket damaged with fixation nut & bolt
loose condition. Same changed by new one and found
PT rising time 8 sec & lowering time 10 sec loco given
fit for normal service. Thus Sri Baiju Kumar, LPS saved
the detention & from any untoward incidents on run
due to his sincerity, devotion towards duty and high
alertness.
Bio-data of Sri Baiju Kumar is furnished as under –

S.N.

Item

Remarks

1

Name in full

Sri

Baiju

Kumar
2

Designation

LPS

3

Department

TRS/Electric (Operation)

4

PF NO

50205616347
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FAILURE CASES-1
One Page Report of L/ No. 30468 / WAP-7 /HWH
1. Train No. 22202 Dn. on 08.12.19
2. Loco No. 30468 / WAP-7 / HWH ( IB
04.11.19, TI 06.12.19)
3. Line
On arrival at SDAH on PF. No. 9B,
Report
LPS took charge the loco from LPM
of 22202 Dn. PURI-SDAH Duranto
Exp. During shunting LPS changed
the cab and energized, found
B/Cylinder Pressure of 1 & 2 was in
applied condition and pressure was
showing 1.5 kg/sq.cm. Then he
released the loco brake by pressing
PVEF and by releasing of DV but
AFI was showing 100 psi and BP
pressure was less than 5 kg/sq./cm.
On thorough checking LPS found
air leakage from emergency valve.
4. Checking Maintenance staff attended and
report
found –
Log book report :
i) MCB 110 knob broken condition.
ii) A-9 handle lock screw missing.
A joint report has been prepared by
SSE/NKG/Loco and CLI/OP/SDAH
and their observations are as
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follows A-9 handle lock screw
deficient, causing A-9 handle
opened out before reaching in
neutral position. As a result, when
cab was changed setting of A-9
handle by pulling safety pin, it was
not set in proper position of SDAH
end.
5. Root
Due to deficient of locking pin, the
cause
A-9 (DBC) handle got released
before neutral position which was
not properly observed by LPS
leading to DBC remaining in
emergency position.
6. Action
Same was rectified by maintenance
taken
staff and give fit normally. Loco
worked Train No. 22201 Up on
09.12.19.
7. Responsi Base shed (HWH).
bility
8. Conclusi Ensure the locking knob of A-9
on
handle is provided & it is opening
on proper neutral position

FAILURE CASES-2
One Page Report of L/ No. 37214 / WAP-7 /HWH
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1 Train No.

2 Loco No.
3 Line Report

4 Checking
report

22201 Up on 03.01.2020, Load
16=32.
71 m late start. Ex
SDAH.
37214/WAP-7/HWH(IC 07.11.19,
TI 03.01.19)
Loco 37214 departed from NKG
Trip shed at 19:09 hrs. & arrival at
SDAH PF. No. 8 at 19:26 hrs. due
to attachment with the rake of
22201 Up SDAH-PURI Duranto
Exp. On arrival of TXR staff at
19:30, they were trying to open
CBC several times but failed.
Finally CBC opened & after that
LPS also trying to attach with the
CBC of load but not succeeded.
LPS checked and found CBC
operating handle was in broken
condition & declare failed at 20:20
hrs.
Loco 37214 jointly checked by Dy.
SS/SDAH,JE/TRS/SDAH,CLI/OP/
SDAH & SSE/C&W/SDAH and
found is as under –
i) SDAH end CBC shank found 85
mm off side over CBC supporting
device and no lateral movement.
ii) West side gap between CBC
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shank & shank pocket. Is 100 mm.
iii) East side gap between CBC
shank & shank pocket is 12 mm.
iv) CBC operating handle found
defaced condition.
v) Knuckle of alleged CBC found
in closed position.
vi) SDAH end left side buffer
height = 1045 mm and right side
buffer height 1050mm.
vii) As per decent note of
JE/TRS/NKG/Loco
5 Action taken
Fresh loco 22868/WAP-4/MGS
arranged from PF.No.9B to PF.
No.8 at 20:40 hrs. Attached with
the load at 20:50 hrs. And given
ready at 21:08 hrs. Train left at
21:11 hrs. i.e. 71 m late start from
SDAH.
6 Responsibility Loco unable to couple due to
maximum deviation of alignment
from the center line of loco CBC
resulted took excessive jam.
7 Conclusion
Before bahar line LPS must
checked loco properly,
the
alignment of CBC & under frame
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
CONVENTIONAL EMU/MEMU
WHY AUTO BRAKE IS YOUR ORIGINAL BRAKE
The system designed by RDSO in this way traction will
be work after ensuring that when brake system is
completely in service. In this system traction circuit
certified the auto brake system only -S.N TO GET AUTO BRAKE TO GET TRACTION
1
BIVS must be on to BIVS must be on to
open BP port to fill get Elect. Contact
up BP pressure
for traction circuit
2
BP will be charge Control
governor
2
with 5kg/cm which must be in contact
is very essential for by BP pressure
brake system
5kg/cm2 to perform
traction.
3
Auto brake will be In this way dead
apply by LPP when man
contact
he must be alive
become in service to
perform traction.
NB: 1. It is a single man job. Do not put
your
reverser in middle on run because dead man device
will be NOT in service.
NB: Hence traction circuit only checks AUTO brake
before traction. In other word traction will be not
held if AUTO brake system is not ok.
1. But traction circuit not certifies the EP brake
system.
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2. In spite of that EP brake used to get quick
application &
release to maintain punctuality in
Train operation
3. If LPP used LAP with partial pressure, he may
loss punctuality on run because it will take more
braking distance to stop the train.
STABLING
OF
EMU/MEMU,
PROTECTION
FROM ROLL DOWN
Procedure of stabling EMU/MEMU on stabling point
1. Stop the train at the stabling line.
2. Trip ABB and lower all pantographs.
3. Switch off EP, control, then Turn ‘Off’ BIVS fully.
4. Apply emergency brake, ensure BP drops to ‘0’ and
BC rose to 1.6 kg /cm2.
5. Place Brake controller handles on Release position.
6. Ensure that BP is not charging further.
7. Lock BL.
8. Switch ‘OFF’ Battery in all MCs.
9. Place the skids near the wheels towards the falling
gradient

A.C. EMU
IF PT BROKEN IN 3-PH AC EMU:
Stop your train immediately looking on HMI Pantopictogram. During run if Pantograph breakage then the
TCMS action rest of the all Pantograph will be
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automatically
lowered.
Damage
or
defective
Pantograph graph will show on Pantograph pictogram
on HMI. According to that Pantograph of the basic unit
isolate the basic unit by switch on CRW panel. After
securing of damage Pantograph with the help of TRD
& TRS staff raise other Pantograph after resetting
critical fault. Work the train normally.
How you energized a dead AC rake:
Raising of pantograph on 0 MR pressure
1. Ensure all MCBs are SET in DTC and MC
2. Ensure all MR main cocks MR and BP coupling
cocks are open
3. Ensure all HT compartments in all Motor coaches
are properly close and locked
4. Ensure Blue KABA Keys in all Motor Coaches is in
vertical position
5. SW/ON Battery Disconnected switch in all motor
coaches
6. SW/ON Battery main supply from driving cab
7. HMI will start in about one minute
8. SW/ON ICS & DCS
9. Ensure lamp test takes places if lamp test does not
start, another driver’s desk may be active. Tell GD on
PA system to SW/OFF DCS key in his cab
10. Log in with ID 4444 as per laid down procedure
11. Select Main System>Air Supply screen and
ensure that auxiliary compressors are working in all
units.
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12. When auxiliary compressors stop working (white
back ground), give pantograph raise command
13. When pantographs raise and OHE supply is
shown on HMI, give MC close (VCB ON) command
14. Ensure all VCBs are ON. If or more VCBs are not
SET, reset fault and try to Set VCBs
Ensure on HMI that Main Compressors in all units are
working
How you can drive AC rake on reverse:
1. To move the rake in reverse direction - put the
Reverser in reverse position
2. Now confirm reverse operation from HMI
3. V-Max will be show 15 kmph in case of reverse
movement

AIR SPRING SYSTEM MODIFICATION [FIBA]
IN LHB COACHES
Failure indication (air spring) cum brake application
service
(As per RDSO specification RDSO/2015/cg-05 rev. Nil)
Agenda
1. Main Features & Functions
2. Construction of FIBA Device
3. Layout on coach 4. Function of Isolating cocks
5. Testing on coach 6. Troubleshooting
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Main features & functions
1. Air Spring Failure Indication cum brake application
device is to be provided on main line passenger with
Air springs coaches
3. One Equipment per Bogie is requiring.
4. The Equipment is purely pneumatic system.
5. It works on both single / twin pipe brake system.
6. Have one sensor valve for each bellow on the bogie.
7. Drops the brake pipe pressure resulting in brake
application.
8. It is capable of sensing the rupture and rapid
exhaust of
compressed air from any one bellow or
both bellows in a bogie.
Functions
 As soon as pressure depletion is detected below 1
[± 0.1]
kg/cm2 in any one of two bellows or in both
the bellows in the same bogie, the equipment initiates
an exhausting of Brake pipe pressure.
 Provides audio (hissing sound) and visual indication
(indicators on both side) to indicating bellow Burst in
a particular bogie.
 Isolating cock provided in the system to reset the
equipment / stop BP exhaust. It enables to resume the
journey at a lower cautions speed up to the
destination.
 The performance of the equipment is identical either
for an empty coach with the lowest level of
 The bellow or for a coach loaded to its full capacity
with the maximum bellow pressure.
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LAY OUT OF AIR SUSPENSION SYSTEM
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Necessity for FIBA
Supply of air spring is taken from FP
1. Loss of compressed air from the system not
immediately noticed
2. Unsafe train operation due to exhaust of
compressed air from air-bellow
3. Delay in identifying the cause
Layout of connection port and space envelope
Position of Reset & Isolating cock

ON position
OFF position
*To reset FIBA Device and Indicators operate
isolating cock 1-2 times
* FIBA is provided in a coach to apply service brake
automatically in the event of failure of air spring
Failure Indication of FIBA
1. Automatic BP dropping through FIBA unit 8 mm
choke exhaust & brake application on the train
2. FIBA brake indicator on either side of coach for each
bogie
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3. Audio sound from the FIBA device
Indicators at the side of coaches for visual indication
of Bellow burst.

Normal
bursting
Procedure for attendingWhen the train brake application is identified, loco pilot
should make service application
1. Locate the coaches with ruptured bellow through
FIBA indicator and hissing sound
2. Close BP Cock on branch pipe line connected to
FIBA unit
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Resetting in these
Resetting in these
Type of fiba-1
Type of fiba-2
Function of Isolating cock
1. Isolating Cock without vent provided in BP line,
allows the brake system. To be released. It enables to
resume the journey at a lower cautions speed
2. Isolating cock with vent provided in Bellow line,
allows releasing the Pressure entrapped in the FIBA
device.

CONVENTIONAL LOCO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 180 kVA STATIC
CONVERTERS
INTRODUCTION
Indian Railway introduced 180 kVA static converters to
replace ARNO converter to overcome the problem of
voltage unbalance of 3 phase supply of ARNO
converter and lower efficiency of ARNO system. The
first static converter was used in WCAM – 3
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Locomotives jointly developed by RDSO and BHEL in
1997. This converter was supplied by ACEC. In late
nineties SIEMENS provided 8 no’s 180 KVA static
converters in conventional locomotives at ELS / NCR /
CNB. Presently CLW is manufacturing only static
converter fitted electric locomotives.
At present the population of electric locomotives
equipped with static Converters are approximate 1200.
Static converter gives constant 415 Volts ±5%, 50 Hz,
3Ø AC supply to all auxiliary motors and to battery
charger. It also gives 415 volts 1Ø AC to non-motor
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loads (static devices). At present static converters are
being manufactured and supplied by SIEMENS, AAL,
MEDHA, HIRECT, Bombardier and ABB.
This unit is being designed & manufactured in
accordance with RDSO specification no. ELRS/ SPEC/
SI/ 0018 (REV.1) March, 2006 & amendment – 1 dated
05.02.2009 for electric locomotive & Further RDSO
issued report no. RDSO/ 2007/ EL/ IR/ 0126 Rev. ‘0’
dated January 2008 on “Standardization of 180 kVA
Static Inverter of Electric Locomotive”.
ADVANTAGES OF STATIC CONVERTER
· State-of-art technology with high efficiency (>90%).
· Stable output voltage (415 ± 5%) & frequency (50Hz
± 3%) irrespective of OHE Variations.
· All the three phase output voltages are balanced
resulting in balanced supply to the loads.
· Output voltage & current THD < 5%. No overheating /
counter torque problems. _ Standard motors can be
used, leading to higher efficiency & power factor.
· Soft starting of loads possible resulting in reduced
system over loading.
· In-built fault management system with storage of
faults monitoring, with real time clock and traces.
· Various problems of auxiliary machines are reduced
due to regulated and balanced supply voltage.
· Inbuilt protections (viz. overload, single phasing, short
circuit) for safety of loads.
· Minimum Maintenance.
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· Life of 3Ø E.M. contactors increases since operated
on ‘OFF’ load.
· Higher system reliability due to elimination of time
delay relays, C118, R118 etc.
· Noise less smooth operation.
· No switching surges due to soft starting feature.
· Power losses minimized during startup due to soft
starting feature.
EQUIPMENT REMOVED
a) ARNO, C118, R118, QCVAR, HQCVAR, QOA,
HQOA, QLA, Q100, HCHBA, CHBA, TFVT
(220V/110V), QTD 105 & QTD 106, Fuse CCVT 6A.
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NEW EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
a) Static converter (Rectifier, Inverter, BA charger and
Sine Filter are the parts of SIV)
b) a 0, a 8 bushings of TFWA are used to get 830 V,
1phase AC supply.
c) QTD 101 time delay relay of 5 sec (cab-2 back
panel) for delayed starting of compressors.
d) Contactor C-108 (in contactor panel) for 3 Ø AC
supply to MVRF.
e) QCON (in relay panel) for checking the functioning
of static converter.
f) QSIT (in relay panel) for tripping of DJ whenever
static converter trips.
g) CCINV fuses 6 amps in switch panel for converter
Electronics
i) LSSIT (on loco Pilots desk) Indication lamp for static
Converter tripping
h) QSVM (2 seconds time delay) Relay for soft starting
of blowers.
i) HRAVT switch (in switch panel) related to cab
heaters, cab fans, NR and walkie-talkie charger.
j) HSIV switch (in switch panel) for bypassing of earth
fault during Permanent earth fault
k) RSIV 1500 Ohms, 500 Watts
l) TFVT 415V/110V o) Fuse CCVT 3A p) Two
Capacitors across a0-a8 each of 1mfd, 2000V in series
with Midpoint earthed.
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DISPLAYS & INDICATIONS ON SIV PANEL
LED INDICATIONS
Following set of status indication LEDs are provided for
the driving crew information
S N Description LED
Remarks
1
SI unit OK Green The indication is ‘ON’,
Color when there is no fault in
the SIV.
2
Input
Red
The indication is ‘OFF’,
voltage
Color when the input voltage is
in range
within the operating range.
3
Internal
Red
The indication in ‘ON’,
fault
Color when fault occurs inside
the SIV.
4
External
Red
The indication is ‘ON’,
fault
Color when fault occurs on the
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input/ load side including
faults such as Earth fault,
Output single phasing,
Over load, etc.
5
CHBA OK Green The indication is ‘ON’ (and
Color LSCHBA lamp is ‘OFF’)
when the battery charger
unit is working.
6
Earth fault Red
The indication is ‘ON’,
by
Color when earth fault is in by
pass lamp
passed mode.
Display of Functional Parameters
Following parameters are displayed with the
instantaneous value one after another on LCD/ VFD
panel:
The text describing the parameter is followed by the
numerical value of the parameter
· In event of a fault in the system, the parameter
displayed is replaced by the fault display on the panel
Display of Fault Codes
In event of a fault occurring in the SIV due to any
reason (internal or external) the same will be displayed
on the display panel
· The faults will remain displayed till the operator/
driver acknowledges them by pressing the
acknowledgement key
· Once reset button is pressed or 110V DC battery
power supply to converter is switched OFF & ON, the
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fault display will be reset and functional parameters will
be displayed
The following fault code will be displayed according
to the fault.
S.N Fault displayed Fault description
1
Input
Fuse In case the input fuse is blown
failure
due to high current drawn
2
Input
voltage Input voltage exceeding upper
high
limit.
3
Input
voltage Input voltage drops below limit.
low
4
DC link/ Input Excess current flowing in the
current high
DC Bus or input high current
conditions persisting
5
DC link voltage DC link voltage exceeds upper
high
limit.
6
DC Link low DC Link voltage drops below
voltage
lower limit.
7
Output current In case of output high current
high
conditions persisting.
8
Output voltage Output voltage exceeding upper
high
limit.
9
Output voltage Output voltage drops below
low
lower limit.
10 Earth fault
In event of earth fault at in/out
put of SIV.
11 Single
phase Unbalance/ single phasing at
fault
the output.
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12
13
14

Blower fault
CHBA fault
Rectifier fault

15

Inverter fault

16

Chopper fault

17

Over
temperature

18

Power
fault

19

Chopper
current high

20

CHBA current
high
CHBA voltage
high
CHBA voltage
low
CHBA
temp
high
No syn./Com.
Error

21
22
23
24

supply

Failure of blower for cooling.
Battery Charger fault.
In event of fault in Rectifier
section.
In event of fault in inverter
section.
In event of fault in chopper
section (If design includes
chopper)
Any
temperature
sensing
device operated in the Rectifier
and inverter sections
In event of failure of any of the
electronic/
control
power
supply.
Chopper
section
current
exceeds upper limit (If design
Includes chopper).
Battery charger current limit
exceeded.
Battery
Charger
voltage
exceeding upper limit.
Battery Charger voltage drops
below lower limit.
Battery Charger temperature
exceeds upper limit.
Communication
fault
in
software.
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IMPORTANT SIV MODIFICATIONS IN
CONTROL CIRCUIT
QCON Relay
This relay is used to give the indications----------That converter output voltage is fully developed i.e. 3
phase AC, 415V.
The battery negative is
directly connected to the
relay and positive (wire
no.700) is routed through
potential free contact of
converter.
When
the
converter is in “OFF”
condition, the potential free
contact is also open means
QCON
relay
not
in
energized condition. But
when converter is in “ON”
condition and develops full
voltage, the potential free
contact closes and positive
path to QCON relay
Completed
and
relay
energized. Two NO contact
of QCON is used in control
logic of compressor circuit,
which
ensure
that
compressor will start only
after
converter
fully
developed voltage.
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QSIT Relay
This relay is used to give
the indication that there
are some fault (internal/
external) due to which
converter is tripped. This
relay also opens the DJ.
The battery negative is
directly connected to the
relay and positive (wire
no.700) is routed through
potential free contact of
converter. When the
converter is in “OFF”
Condition, the potential
free contact is also open
means QSIT relay not in
energized condition. But
if the converter trips
three consecutive times
due to any reason
Internal/ external (except
fuse fault) then on fourth
time this Potential free
contact will close and
complete the positive
path and QSIT relay
energizes.
Two NC contacts of QSIT are used in control logic of
DJ circuit branch, which opens the DJ, and make
impossible to close DJ till we reset the converter.
Resetting can be done by pressing the reset switch
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provided in MCU card or Reset switch provided near
SIV “ON” switch. But the easy way to resetting is just
switch “OFF /ON” the HBA.
QSVM Relay
This relay is used for automatic operation of converter,
even when driver switch “ON”
BLVMT after converter fully “ON”. This is a time delay
relay (2 sec ON delay timer) and provided in MVMT
Branch. The battery negative is directly connected to
the relay and positive (wire no. 700) is routed through
BLVMT switch. One normally open (NO) inter lock is
given on contactors C105, C106 and C107 in control
circuit. One normally open (NO) interlock of timer relay
QSVM is added in parallel to its normally close (NC).
Instantaneous interlock in positive 110 volts circuit
routed to converter. After implementation of the
modification, if driver operates the BLVMT switch after
converter “ON” then static converter will “OFF” first
then MVMT 1, 2 and MVRH contactor (C105, C106
and C107) will close and converter restart after 2 sec.
QTD 101 and Q119 Relay
These relays are time delay relays (5 sec delay timer)
and provided in control logic of compressor circuit. The
battery negative is directly connected to the relay and
positive (wire no. 700) is routed through BLCP / BLCPD
switch & QCON relay normally close (NO) interlocks for
QTD101 and through NC contacts of C101, C102 and
C103 for Q119 Given as bellow –
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Signaling Lamp Circuit
1. LSSIT indication lamp is provided through QSIT N/O
inter lock and BL N/O inters lock.
2. When SIV trips, QSIT energizes and LSSIT lamp
glows on driver’s desk.
3. QCON interlock is also provided in MU signaling.
After the energizing of QCON and LSCHBA
extinguishes.
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COMPRESSOR CONTROL CKT
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VCB CONTROL CKT
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AUXILIARY MOTORS CONTROL CIRCUIT WITH
STATIC CONVERTER
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Static Converter Control Circuit
1) After closing DJ,
BLVMT “ON”, Inverter
electronics gets battery
supply through a) CINV
6A fuse. b) N/C I/L of
QSVM c) QV60 N/C I/L.
2) After closing BLVMT,
relay QSVM energies in
blowers control circuit.
3) QSVM N/C I/L opens,
converter
electronics
battery
supply
is
disconnected
hence
converter stops working
4) QSVM N/O time delay I/L close after 2 seconds.
5) Again converter starts after 2 seconds. This
arrangement is done for “OFF load” operation of
blower contactors C105, C106, C107.
HRAVT switch
HRAVT switch is provided to isolate cab heaters, cab
fans, notch repeater and walkie-talkie charger in case
of fault. Various positions are given as underSwitch
Cab
Cab fans Notch
Walkieposition heaters
repeater talkie
charger
0
Isolate
Isolate
Isolate
Isolate
1
Working Working Working Working
2
Isolate
Working Working Working
3
Isolate
Isolate
Working Isolate
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Procedure for energizing
1. Before closing DJ, ensure the following:
· Keep MP on “0”.
· Open all top row BL switches.
· Ensure GR is on zero (LSGR is glowing).
· Ensure all safety relays are normal.
· Ensure C107, C105 & C106 contactors are opened
fully.
· Keep HBA on position “1” and check battery voltage
is above 90 volts.
2. Start MCPA to build up RS pressure to 8 kg/cm2.
Unlock BL key. Keep ZPT in 1 or 2 positions to raise
pantograph.
3. Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ. After closing DJ, LSDJ
extinguishes. OHE voltage indicates in UA meter.
Release BLRDJ after UA meter deviation (don’t wait
for extinguishing of LSCHBA and auxiliaries sound)
4. 110V DC supply is given to static converter
5. Static converter starts functioning approximately 6 to
10 sec after closing of DJ
6. Converter “ON” sensor will close on QCON branch
after static converter starts functioning. When QCON
energized, LSCHBA lamp extinguishes.
7. Static converter takes 760/830 V 1 phase AC supply
from TFWA to convert into 415 V 3 phase AC supply
feed to all auxiliary motors
10. Close BLCP to build up air pressure.
Stopping of Blowers
For stopping of blowers, after stopping train at station,
open BLVMT, converter stops
working and all blower contactors open in “OFF” load
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Condition, Relay QSVM (2 seconds time delay) deenergizes and after 2 seconds converter restarts
again.
Testing of Functional Relays
The loco pilots and maintenance staff shall observe
Function of the relays QCON, QSIT, QTD101, 119,
QSVM and closing sequence of C107 and C108
contactor while testing.
a) QCON - This relay will ensure the compressors to
work only after SIV picks up full voltage i.e.
Compressors contactors should not close before
extinction of LSCHBA lamp. If CPs starts along with
SIV, it will result in over load and DJ will trip.
b) QSIT - This relay’s function is same as relays QOA
& QLA in ARNO fitted locos. For any fault in Auxiliaries
& SIV system this will energies. To reset this relay
press reset button or OFF & ON HBA switch.
c) QTD101
This relay ensures a time delay of 5 sec even after
extinction of LSCHBA to close compressor contactors.
d) Q119
This relay ensures a time delay of 5 sec between
closing of two compressor contactors.
e) QSVM
It will ensure soft starting of blowers. When BLVMT
switch is closed in loco energized condition, SIV shall
be ‘OFF’ for a while and start working again.
f) While using rheostat braking, C107 contactor shall
be opened before closing C108 contactor (in case of
AC MVRF)
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Procedure earth fault in auxiliary power circuit in HIV
fitted locos
If DJ trips with LSSIT glowing + external fault lamp
glowing in SIV+ earth fault message in VFD panel:
In SIEMENS SIV to see the actual fault
1. Press SEL button once properly and see the message
“input voltage 0” is displayed in the VFD panel
2. After that once again press the same SEL button to
see the actual fault.
In all other make SIV, check the VFD panel for the exact
fault. After ensuring the fault, the following procedures to
be adopted.
STEP 1
Check the auxiliary power circuit equipment. If any
abnormality is noticed, try to isolate the abnormality and
what accordingly duly resetting QSIT.
Resetting of QSIT.
1. Press reset button if provided and ensure
extinguishing of LSSIT and the external fault amp
2. Otherwise switch OFF and ON HBA
3. Press OK button till RED FAULT lamp extinguish in
ABB make (Note: While switching OFF HBA, BP
pressure will drop if IP COC is in open condition. If LP
tries to close DJ while LSSIT glowing, will experience
ICDJ.
STEP 2
While checking auxiliary power circuit, if no abnormality
is noticed then:
1. place HRAVT in “0” ( Notch repeater will also not
deviate)
2. Isolate cab AC if provided (MCB / BLRA OFF)
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Reset QSIT, close DJ and resume traction
If DJ trip again with LSSIT glowing + external fault lamp
glowing in SIV+ Earth fault message in VFD panel,
“proceed to earth fault bypass mode” as given below
STEP-3
S
N

Action In
to be make
taken
by LP

Siemens

In AAL In Medha In ABB
make
and Hirect make
make

1.

Keep Keep SIV in “0”
SIV in
“0”

Keep
Keep
SIV
in in “0”
“0”

2.

Reset
QSIT

Not necessary
to reset Q SIT
(LSSIT & Ext
fault lamp will
extinguish
When earth fault
bypass button is
pressed)

Reset
QSIT
and
observe
that
external
fault
lamp
and
LSSIT
extinguis
hers.

Reset
QSIT and
observe
that
external
FAULT
lamp and
LSSIT
extinguishe
s

Press
ok button
till both
the red
fault
lamp and
LSSIT
extinguis
hes

3.

Press
earth
fault
bypas
s
button
.

Press
earth
fault by pass
button
and
ensure
the
extinguishing of
the
external
fault lamp and
glowing
of
bypass lamp in
SIV panel. Also

Press
ELD
bypass
button
and
ensure
for
glowing
of ELD
bypass

Press the
selfilluminated
by
pass
button and
ensure that
the lamp is
growing or
ensure that
a separate

Press
the selfilluminat
ed E/F
bypass
switch
and
ensure
that the
lamp
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SIV HSIV is
not
provided

4.

Close
DJ

ensure
LSSIT lamp in bypass
extinguishes in SIV
LED glows
the cab
panel

glows

Close
DJ Close
Remaining time DJ
is displayed in
the VFD panel

Close DJ

Close DJ

Train can be worked in bypass mode to a maximum of
45 minutes, duly informing TLC and checking the
auxiliary power circuit equipment in all types of SIV.
In SIEMENS make SIV, earth fault bypass is possible
only when the fault is existing, that is when LSSIT+
external fault lamps are glowing. Hence do not switch off
HBA and reset QSIT before going for earth fault bypass
mode. If unknowingly HBA is switched off before
pressing Earth fault by-pass button, then Siemens SIV
will not go to earth fault bypass mode and the earth fault
bypass lamp will not glow
TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE
Step 1
1. Close DJ without switching on BLCP and BLBMT
2. If DJ tips with LSSIT+ earth fault indication, first reset
QSIT
3. place HPH, HVSI-1 & HVSI-2 and HVSL-1 & HVSL-2
In ‘0’ and slack CCSPM ( ensure 108 open if provided)
4. Close DJ and if DJ tips again with LSSIT+ Earth fault
, contact TLC for advice,
5. IF DJ does not trip, open DJ and normalize the
switches one by one and close DJ.
6. Find out the defective auxiliary and work accordingly
if possible.
Step - 2
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1. After closing DJ without switching on BLCP & BLVMT
if DJ does not trip then,
2. Switch on BLCP (preferably HCP in single CP
position) and if DJ trips with LSSIT + Earth fault, reset
QSIT find out the defective MCP, isolated it and
work further.
3. If DJ does not trip, Switch on BLVMT. If DJ trips with
LSSIT+ Earth fault then
4. First Reset QSIT
5. Keep HVRH be in 1 position and keep HVMT-1 and
HVMT-2 in ‘0’ switch on BLVMT close DJ.
6. If DJ tips with LSSIT+ Earth fault, contact TLC
7. IF DJ does not trip, open DJ, normalize HVMT one by
one and find out the defective auxiliary and work further
if possible.
TROUBLESHOOTING FOR SIV NOT PICKING UP
1. Check CCINV fuse. If it is melted, replace with a new
one.
2. Keep BLVMT in open Position and check that
SIV working or not. If not working, close BLVMT and
check for SIV working
3. Ensure QSVM energized after closing BLVMT
4. If QSVM is not energize, check CCA fuse. If CCA is
melted renew the same.
5. Ensure QV60 is de-energized after closing DJ. Clean
QV64 N/C, I/L and try.
6. Change the cab and try
7. If successful keep HOBA in OFF and try.
8. If CCINV and QSVM found normal, Switch OFF
battery and wait for 3 minutes and try
9. If QVSM is not energize after closing BLVMT, wedge
QSVM in energize position and work.
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Precaution after wedging QSVM:
BLVMT should be switched on before closing DJ and
BLCP should be switched on after 5 second of SIV
rams up full voltage (SIV on LED glows or LSCHBA
Extinguishers)
Tripping Failures of Static Converter
A. ICDJ (While re-closing DJ, LSDJ remains glowing)
1. If Q118, Q45, Q44 are not energized, trouble
shooting is same like
Conventional Loco
2. If MTDJ (VCB)/ EFDJ is not energizing…..
a) Check QSIT and glowing of LSSIT.
b) If QSIT is energized, trouble shoots for SIV tripping
and other
Troubleshooting for EFDJ not energized is same as
conventional loco.
c) If unsuccessful, place HOBA in OFF and try,
d) Switch OFF battery, wait for three minutes and try.
e) If unsuccessful contact TLC for advice,
B. No Tension
(While closing DJ, LSDJ extinguishes, UA meter does
not deviate, input voltage out of range LED glows and
DJ trips on releasing BLRD Trouble shoot for “NO
TENSION” like conventional loco
C. DJ closed and converter does not start i.e.
LSCHBA remains glowing and DJ trips
1. Check CCINV fuse. If it is melted, replace with a
new one
2. Keep BLVMT in open position and check that SIV
working or not. If not working, close BLVMT and check
for SIV working.
3. Ensure QSVM energies after closing BLVMT.
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4. If QSVM is not energized, Check CCA fuses. If CCA
is melted replace the same.
5. Change the cab and try.
6. If unsuccessful keep HOBA in OFF and try.
7. If CCINV and QSVM found normal, Switch OFF
battery and wait for three minutes and try.
8. If QSVM is not energized after closing BLVMT,
wedge QSVM in energies position and work.
**Precautions after wedging QSVM
BLVMT should be switched ON before closing DJ and
BLCP should be switched on after 5 Sec of SIV
developed full voltage. (SIV ON LED glows or
LSCHBA extinguishes)
D. If SIV is working & LSCHBA glowing on run
1. SIV will continue to function even if battery charger
trips due to any fault.
2. Trip DJ and press RESET button on SIV panel and
momentarily switch OFF & switch ON HBA and try.
3. Check Battery Voltage between 90 to 135Volts.
4. If BA voltage above 90 and CHBA not working,
inform TLC and work onwards
5. Minimize the BA load by switching OFF
compartment lights and unnecessary loads by
watching BA voltage frequently.
E. after closing DJ, LSDJ extinguishes, UA meter
deviates, LSCHBA extinguishes & DJ trips within 15
seconds after extinguishing of LSCHBA
1. Put HPH on 0, HVSL1 & 2, HVMT 1 & 2 and HVRH
on 3 and close DJ.
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2. If DJ does not trip ensure the working of auxiliaries if
any one of the
Auxiliaries is not working isolate the same and work
accordingly.
3. If MVSL 1 & 2, MVMT 1 & 2, MVRH are working,
switch off DJ and put HPH on 1 and try. If DJ does not
trip trouble shoot for any defect in air flow relays after
clearing section.
4. If DJ trips within 15 seconds after extinguishing of
LSCHBA, trouble with MPH.
5. After taking safety measures put HPH on ‘0’ and
normalize other switches, close DJ and clear the
section with 750 /500 amps and contact TLC.
F. DJ trips on taking 1ST notch with LSCHBA
glowing & no sound from auxiliary motors
Check CCINV/ CCA, if fuse melts trouble shoot for SIV
not starting. Remaining trouble shooting is same as
conventional loco.
G. DJ trips after taking 6th notch within 15 seconds
1. If BLVMT in OFF, Check CCA if it melts trouble
shoot just like conventional loco
2. If C107 alone is not closing, ensure CTFs are in
traction side. Put HVRH on 3 and try.
3. If C105, 106 and 107 are not closing clean the
interlocks of QSVM and try
4. If unsuccessful, put concerned switch on 3 and try.
H. If CP contactors alone are not closing
1. Close BLCPD and try.
2. If unsuccessful, tap QTD101 and try.
3. If unsuccessful clean the interlocks of QCON and
wedge QTD101 & try.
4. If unsuccessful try from rear cab.
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5. Precautions after wedging QTD 101: BLCP/BLCPD
should be switched ON after 5 Sec of SIV ramping up
of full voltage. (SIV ON LED glows or LSCHBA
extinguishes)
CANCELE PROCEDURE OF EARTH FAULT BY PASS MODE
IN SEMENS
MAKE
Wait till the
remaining time
to come to ‘0’in
VFD panel
DJ
will
trip
automatically
after completion
of 45 minutes
with LSSIT and
external
fault
lamp glowing,
bypass
lamp
extinguishes
Switch off and
on
HBA,
Ensure
extinguishing of
LSSIT
+
External
fault
Lamp.
Normalize HSIV
Close DJ W/O
switching
ON
BLCP
&
BLVMT

IN ALL
IN MEDHA
IN ABB
MAKE
MAKE
MAKE
Not
Not required to Not
required to wait
required to
wait
wait
After
clearing
section , trip
DJ
for
trouble
shooting

After clearing
section , trip DJ
for
trouble
shooting

After
clearing
section , trip
DJ
for
trouble
shooting

Press the same
self-illuminated
by pass bottom
or switch OFF
& ON
HBA
ensure
extinguishing of
bypass lamp
Normalize
Normalize
HSIV
HSIV
Close
DJ Close DJ W/O
W/O
switching ON
switching
BLCP
&
ON BLCP & BLVMT
BLVMT

Press
the
same E/F
button
&
ensure
extinguishin
g of by-pass
lamp

Switch off
and
on
HBA,
Ensure
extinguishin
g of ELD by
pass lamp
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No. HSIV
Close
DJ
W/O
switching
ON BLCP &
BLVMT

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
1) On run whenever DJ trips, along with safety relays,
check LSSIT lamp also.
2) Do not wedge any electromagnetic contactors.
Blower contactor can be wedge at the same time
concerning switches must be put on -3 for closing DJ
3) Don’t operate any program switch while static
Inverter is functioning. If necessary operate the switch
only after opening of DJ.
4) Whenever SIV unit trips, Static Inverter will try
restart within 20 sec. for 2 times before going to
permanent shutdown mode (for 3 tripping).
5) Whenever LSDJ glows first, before LSCHBA,
trouble may be with loco. Trouble shoots accordingly.
6) Whenever LSCHBA glows before LSDJ, it indicates
static inverter has initiated the tripping.
7) Do not take notches without closing BLVMT;
otherwise DJ will trip after taking 6th notch.
8) During one run examination of the loco, assistant
loco pilot / co-loco pilot should check for SIV panel
lamps and also CHBA voltmeter and ammeter
readings

THREE PHASE LOCO
OPERATION OF HOG WITH WAP-7 LOCO
DESCRIPTION OF HOG CONNECTION
Chittaranjan Loco Works (CLW) started the Production
of WAP-7 locomotive issued instructions vide letter No
95/elect (G)/114/13 Pt. dated. 25/10/07 for
implementation of HOG scheme by manufacturing of 3
phase electric loco with IGBT technology having
minimum 2x500 KVA hotel load converters on loco
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A hotel load winding in locomotive transformer of
WAP5 and WAP7 locomotives has been provided to
cater the hotel load supply to the coaches through
hotel load converter
LHB type of coaches are best suited for adoption of
“Head on Generation” (HOG) scheme as the rake
integrity with these coaches is expected to be
maintained due to the specific design of their inter
vehicle mechanical coupling.
Head on Generation System
In HOG scheme, power is fed from the electric
locomotive to the train to cater for the Hotel Load of the
train. In electric locomotives, power is taken from the

Figure – 1
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OHE through pantograph to traction transformer of the
locomotive which is provided with the hotel load
winding of 622.5 kVA, at nominal voltage of 960 V
single-phase, which varies with the OHE voltage
variations. This 960 Volts single-phase supply is fed to
Hotel Load Converter, which gives 750 Volts 3- phase
50 Hz supply as output, for feeding the hotel load of
the train.
HOG schematic with single hotel load winding in
loco transformer
The three phase output supply of the hotel load
converter i.e. HOG system is transmitted to both the
feeder of the existing HOG train through IV coupler.

Figure – 2
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The average cost of one loco sets hotel load converter
for WAP-7 locomotive is Rs. 120.00 Lacks only.
Conclusion
The main benefits that will accrue with the
development of hotel load converter i.e. HOG system
is described below:
(ii) Pollution free
In EOG system, there are two types of pollutions - (i)
Air pollution due to burn of High Speed Diesel, and (ii)
Noise pollution by DA sets whereas HOG system is
totally free from both types of pollutions
i.e. air and
noise pollutions
(iii) Carbon Credits
Carbon credits can be earned by not emitting the
Carbon dioxide through burn of high speed diesel into
the environment. IR can also sell this carbon credits in
international markets.
(iv) Better reliability
Due to reduced number of generating equipment, low
maintenance requirement, reduced dead weight as
compared to SG and EOG system.
Analysis of Energy Efficiency of HOG
The trials have established the efficacy of working of
HOG scheme on IR. Head on Generation is a superior
means of meeting electrical power requirement in
coaches and is utilized in developed countries. It
overcomes the limitations of the SG and EOG
systems. It is very economically advantageous in
operation. The saving in operation with HOG system
against EOG system underlined in tables given below
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Operation cost saving in NDLS-KLK Shatabdi
Express (12005/06)
Total cost of 137.70 Lacks can be saved annually
by regular operation on HOG system
Table – 1

*Considering cost of HS Diesel ’51.00 Rs/Liter’
accordingly diesel energy cost Rs. 14.86/KWH
Operation cost saving in NDLS-CDG Shatabdi
Express (12045/46)
Total cost of 121.47 Lacks can be saved annually
by regular operation on HOG system
Table – 2

*Considering cost of HS Diesel ’51.00 Rs/Liter’
accordingly diesel energy cost Rs. 14.86/KWH
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Additional earning of revenue per Chair Car (CC) &
Executive Car (EC)

Per year
In regular practice, 2 nos. of power car equipped with
Diesel Alternator (DA) sets placed at either ends of the
rake run with every Shatabdi Express. After provision
of hotel load converter i.e. HOGs system, there is need
of only one power car to be attached with the Shatabdi
train rake for standby purpose (to use the DA set
supply only after failure of HOG supply) only. Another
power car can be removed as there is no need of the
same with HOG system one power car can take whole
load of the Shatabdi rake in emergency due to failure
of HOG supply system. Meanwhile, one extra
passenger coach in place of removed power car can
be attached without increasing in train length. By the
provision of this extra passenger coach, Railway may
increase earning as calculated below.
Table – 3
Train
Coach No. Fare Earning Earning Annual
type
of
/seat in onein
(365
seat (Rs) trip
Round days)
(Rs)
trip
InEarnings
Rs.
(In Lack
Rs.)
Kalka
Execut 56 1260 70560 141120 515.09
Shatabdi ive Car
(12005/0 Chair 78 595 46410 92820 338.79
6)
Car
Chandig Execut 56 1240 69440 138880 506.912
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arh
ive Car
Shatabdi Chair 78
(12045/4 Car
6)

640 49920 99840

364.416

Total Earning of additional revenue after provision
of HOG
Based on the analysis/calculations done in Para - 6 &
7 above; total lump sum earning may be calculated as
below:
(i) In NDLS-KLK Shatabdi Express:
(a) With addition of Executive Car in place of one
removed power car in train, totals annual earning =
(Saving + earning)
= (137.70+ 515.09) Lacks;
= 652.79 Lacks.
(b) With addition of Chair Car in place of one removed
power car in
Train, total annual earning = (137.70+ 338.79) Lacks;
= 476.50 Lacks.
(ii) In NDLS-CDG Shatabdi Express:
(a) With addition of Executive Car in place of one
removed power car in train, total annual earning =
(121.47 + 506.91) Lacks;
= 628.38 Lacks.
(b) With addition of Chair Car in place of one removed
power car in
Train, total annual earning = (121.47+ 364.41) Lacks;
= 485.88 Lacks.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AGILLUMINATED MARKER & NOMENCLATURE
BOARD
SN AG nomenclature board AG marker illuminated
1 It is only a name plate It is a meaning full
board for identity for the subsidiary signal on an
signal affixed below the Automatic
signaling
signal aspect
section.
2 It may provide in It may provide only in
Automatic & absolute Automatic
signaling
both system of working section where the signal
will be regarding one
level crossing & one
facing or tailing point
3 No light arrangement is Illuminated light will
there
glow
on
its
OFF
condition. It mean point
set in desire direction
gate may open
4 The signal cannot pass This signal can be pass
without
authority
of with its illumination as
pass.
per GR 9.15
** SNR converted into flag stn. No all right will be
exchange now.
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NEW SIGNAL CHART COMPARING WITH
OLD
UP DIRECTION BETWEEN IP- NH - IP
Sig. NAME S /line
Sig. NAME M /line
OLD
NEW
OLD
NEW
IP H/SIG
AG-95
IP-M/H/S
AG-97
IP STR
AG-99
IP-M/STR
AG-101
GATE21
AG-103
GATE21
AG-105
GATE 22
AG-107
GATE 22
AG-109
SNR
AG111
SNR H/SIG
AG-113
H/SIG
GATE 25
AG-119
GATE 25
AG-121
GATE 26
AG-123
GATE 26
AG-125
DT SIG
AG-127
DT SIG
AG-129
GATE 27
AG-131
GATE 27
AG-133
KNR - O/H
AG-135
KNR - O/H
AG-137
KNR - I/H
AG-139
KNR - I/H
AG-141
KNR STR
AG-143
KNR - STR
AG-145
NH - O/H
NH O/H
NH - O/H
NH - O/H

NB:
1. Now SNR converted into flag station
2. On up direction AG-111 & AG-113 both signal
interlocked with LC gate-23 & LC gate-24
3. On DN direction AG-118 & AG-120 both signal
interlocked with LC gate-24 & LC gate-23
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4. On up direction AG -127 & AG -129 both signal
now fully automatic
5. On DN direction AG-130 & AG-132 both signal
now fully automatic
6. Movement of train at NH from DN sub or DN/C
Line to DN M/L div. Must from I/STR [S-8 sub or S-6
M /L
DN DIRECTION BETWEEN IP- NH – IP
SIG. NAME S /LINE
SIG. NAME M/LINE
OLD
NEW
OLD
NEW
NHAG-150
NH-A/STR
AG-152
A/STR
KNR H/S
AG-146
KNR H/S
AG-148
KNRAG-142
KNR-STR
AG-144
STR
KNR
AG-138
KNR
AG-140
A/STR
A/STR
GATE 27
AG-134
GATE 27
AG-136
DT SIG
AG-130
DT SIG
AG-132
GATE 26
AG-126
GATE 26
AG-128
GATE 25
AG-122
GATE 25
AG-124
SNR H/SIG AG118/G SNR H/SIG AG120/G
GATE 22
AG110/G GATE 22
AG112/G
GATE21
AG106/G GATE21
AG108/G
IP- H/SIG AG-102
IP- H/SIG
AG-104
IP STR
AG-98
IP STR
AG-100
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OPERATIONAL TIPS FROM OPERATING
PASSING OF A GATE STOPS SIGNAL AT
“ON”.

GR 3.73
(1) Shall sound the prescribed code of whistle and
bring his train to a stop in rear of the signal.
(2) (a) If they get stop signal is provided with a ‘G’
marker, the loco pilot shall wait at the signal for one
minute by day and two minutes by night, and if the
signal is not taken ‘off’ within this period, he may draw
his train ahead cautiously up to the level crossing, and
(b) If the gateman is available and exhibiting hand
signals, Proceed further past the gate cautiously, or
(c) If the gateman is not available, or, is available but
not exhibiting hand signals, he shall stop short of the
level crossing, where he shall then be hand signaled
past the gate by the gateman, if there is one or in the
absence of a gateman, by one of the members of the
Engine crew of the train after ascertaining that gets are
closed against road traffic.
(3) If the loco pilot finds, after stopping at the signal,
that there is no ‘G’ marker, he shall proceed further
only in accordance with the procedure laid down under
special instruction.

SR 3.73
when a loco pilot finds a gate stop signal at ‘ON’ he
should bring his train to a stop in near of the signal,
wait for one minute by day or two minutes by night and
if the signal is not taken ‘OFF’ he will draw his train
ahead cautiously and then be hand signaled past the
Gate by the great man if there is one and in absence of
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a gateman by Assistant Loco Pilot or by the GD of the
train after ascertaining that the gates are closed
against road traffic.

PROCEDURE WHEN SEMI-AUTOMATIC
STOP SIGNAL IS ‘ON’

GR 9.14
(1) When a semi-automatic stop signal is worked as an
automatic stop signal, Rule 9.02 or 9.07 shall apply as
the case may be.
(2) When a semi - automatic stop signal is working as
a manual stop signal and becomes defective it may
only be passed under relevant rules detailed in chapter
-III section ‘H’
(3) When a loco pilot is authorized to pass a semi automatic stop signal at ‘on’ by taking ‘off’ the callingon signal fixed below it, he shall follow the
precautions stipulated in rural 9.02 or 9.07 as the case
may be.

PASSING A GATE STOP SIGNAL AT ‘ON’ IN
AUTOMATIC SIGNALING TERRITORY

GR 9.15
If the loco pilot finds a gate stop signal at ‘on’ in an
automatic signaling territory:
(a) He shall comply with the provisions of rule 9.02 or
9.07 as the case may be, if the ‘A’ market is
illuminated, or (b) (i) if the ‘A’ marker lighted is
extinguished, he shell sound the prescribed code of
whistle who worn the Gateman and bring his train to a
stop in rear of the signal, and
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(ii) if after waiting for 1 minute by day and 2 minutes by
night, the signal is not taken ‘off’, he shall draw his
train ahead cautiously up to the level crossing, and
(iii) if the gateman is not available and exiting hand
signals proceed further fast the level crossing Gate
cautiously or
(iv) if the gateman is not available, or, is available but
not exhibiting hand signals, stop in rear of the level
crossing and after ascertain that the gates are closed
against road traffic and on getting hand signals from
the gateman, and in his absence from assistant loco
pilot the loco pilot, the loco pilot shall sound the
prescribed code of whistle and cautiously proceed up
to the next stop signal complying with the rule 9.02 or
9.07 as the case may be.

PASSING A SEMI AUTOMATIC GATE STOP
SIGNAL, PROVIDED WITH ILLUMINATED ‘A’
AND ILLUMINATED ‘AG’ MARKERS, AT ‘ON’
IN AUTOMATIC SIGNALING TERRITORY

SR 9.15
If the loco pilot finds a Gate stop signal provided with
illuminated ‘AG’ Marker at ‘on’ in an automatic
signaling territory.
[a] he shall comply with the provision of general rule
9.02 or 9.07 as the case may be. If the ‘A’ marker is
illuminated but the ‘AG’ marker light is extinguished, or
[b] If the ‘A’ marker light is extinguished but the ‘AG’
marker light lit, he shall comply with the provisions of
clause [b] of general Rule 9.15
[c] If both the ‘A’ marker and ‘AG’ marker Lights are
extinguished, he shall sound the prescribed code of
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whistle to warn the gateman and bring his train to a
stop in the rear of the signal. Thereafter, he shall
proceed further only in accordance with the procedure
laid down under special instructions.

OUR ACHIEVMENT IN THESE
M ONTHS

INAGURATION OF RUNNING ROOM &
LOBBY SDAH /NORTH

YOGA ROOM AT SDAH NORTH
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SOFT COPY OF CHALAKPATRA IS
AVAILABLE AT EASTERN RAILWAYS
OFFICIAL WEBSITE AS UNDERWWW.ER.INDIANRAILWAYS.GOV.IN>DIVISIONS->SEALDAH ->DEPARTMENTS
-> ELECTRICAL OP->CHALAKPATRA
PLEASE MAIL SUGGESTIONS AND
COMMENTS TO
“CHALAK.PATRA@GMAIL.COM”
***ALWAYS ALERT ABOUT YOUR SIGNAL
ASPECTS
AND
KEEP YOUR TRAIN UNDER CONTROL
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